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Abstract— Two-dimensional (2-D) arrays offer volumetric1

imaging capabilities without the need for probe translation2

or rotation. A sparse array with elements seeded in a3

tapering spiral pattern enables one-to-one connection to4

an ultrasound machine, thus allowing flexible transmission5

and reception strategies. To test the concept of sparse6

spiral array imaging, we have designed, realized, and7

characterized two prototype probes designed at 2.5-MHz8

low-frequency (LF) and 5-MHz high-frequency (HF) center9

frequencies. Both probes share the same electronic design,10

based on piezoelectric ceramics and rapid prototyping11

with printed circuit board substrates to wire the elements12

to external connectors. Different center frequencies were13

achieved by adjusting the piezoelectric layer thickness. The14

LF and HF prototype probes had 88% and 95% of working15

elements, producing peak pressures of 21 and 96 kPa/V16

when focused at 5 and 3 cm, respectively. The one-way17

−3-dB bandwidths were 26% and 32%. These results,18

together with experimental tests on tissue-mimicking19

phantoms, show that the probes are viable for volumetric20

imaging.21

Index Terms— Three-dimensional (3-D) imaging, two-22

dimensional (2-D) array, matrix array, PZT-on-printed circuit23

board (PCB), sparse array, transducer, ultrasound (US),24

volume imaging.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

VOLUMETRIC ultrasound (US) imaging based on27

two-dimensional (2-D) arrays is taking its position28

within the clinical and experimental areas due to the ability29
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to visualize three-dimensional (3-D) structures and dynamics. 30

Fully populated 2-D arrays can contain thousands of elements 31

to cover a relatively large aperture [1], [2]. Multiple US 32

research scanners can be synchronized to drive such arrays, 33

but the hardware and software requirements make the clinical 34

application impractical [1], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Application spe- 35

cific integrated circuits (ASICs) can also be used for in-probe 36

subaperture beamforming [7], [8]. In this case, the probes 37

can operate at high frame rate but are generally designed for 38

specific applications and therefore are less versatile in terms 39

of implementable scan sequences. More complex read-out 40

sequences are used in the row–column arrays [9], [10], 41

[11], [12]. These arrays have relatively high resolution, but 42

multiple transmit events are required to construct a volume 43

with a field of view limited by the transducer aperture 44

size [13]. 45

A tradeoff between resolution, contrast, volume rate, and 46

imaging depth is offered by sparse arrays [14], [15], [16], 47

[17], in which the acoustic elements sparsely cover the overall 48

probe aperture, which can be as large as needed to achieve 49

the desired spatial resolution. Ramalli et al. [18] proposed 50

to arrange the elements of a sparse 2-D array in a tapering 51

spiral pattern. In this design, 256 elements enable one-to- 52

one connection with current US open scanners [19]. The 53

spatial density of the elements is modulated according to a 54

tapering function, acting like a physical apodization func- 55

tion [18]. When focused beams are used for high-resolution 56

scanning, the frame rate can be increased due to multi- 57

line transmissions [20], [21]. Plane or diverging wave trans- 58

missions can also be used to further increase the volume 59

rate, but angular compounding and advanced beamforming 60

techniques are needed to increase the image quality [22]. 61

The sparse spiral array allows the transmission sequence to 62

be flexibly adapted to different imaging purposes and thus 63

represents a robust option for 3-D imaging. A CMUT version 64

of a sparse spiral array has previously been manufactured, 65

characterized, and assessed for diverging wave volumetric 66

imaging [23], [24]. 67

In this article, we describe the design, fabrication, charac- 68

terization, and imaging test of two sparse spiral arrays using 69

methods that are feasible in a laboratory environment. Previous 70

studies have described various ways to build 2-D transducers 71

for 3-D imaging [7], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. 72

Bulk piezoelectric (PZT) material is the most popular and 73

established choice for building transducer elements. Building 74
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed element locations of the sparse spiral layout. (b) Top view of the diced 2.5-MHz probe surface without the matching layer, ground
foil, or top layer. The probe contained fully populated elements, but only the elements at the designed locations were electrically connected. Four
flexible arms each with 64 channels and 2 ground lanes are connected to the transducer. (c) Layers inside each element/stack. (d) Fully assembled
transducer on a 10 × 10 cm2 rigid PCB connected to the US machine.

PZT 2-D transducer arrays involves depositing layers at the75

front of the element to acoustically match the high-impedance76

PZT material to tissue, as well as designing the back of the77

array to include proper backing impedances and electronic78

circuitry. The design of the electrical circuitry of the 2-D79

array is nontrivial because of the high demand on fan-out,80

as opposed to 1-D arrays. For instance, row–column arrays’81

elements were electrically connected with a flexible circuit82

that also acts as a matching layer and is further connected83

to printed circuit boards (PCBs) on the sides of the array84

[10]. This method relies on the material properties of the85

flexible circuit and limits the choice of front matching material.86

ASICs-based transducers use as a backing layer either the87

ASICs themselves [32] or have additional backing layers in88

front of the ASICs [31]. By implementing additional backing89

layers, the transmit efficiency may improve. For simplification90

of the fabrication process, Linsey et al. [33] have shown that91

PZT elements can be constructed directly on top of a thin and92

flexible PCB. Eames and Hossack [28] have also shown direct93

construction of PZT elements on a rigid PCB, with or without94

an intermediate backing layer.95

For our sparse spiral arrays, we have chosen to build the96

PZT elements directly on top of a combined rigid/flex PCB97

for manufacturing simplicity. The PZT-on-PCB design allows98

fast and easy prototyping of the transducer array by allowing99

the selection of the active elements by using the PCB traces100

themselves. The rigid parts of the PCB ensure mechanical101

stability, whereas the flexible parts allow incorporating the102

array into a convenient probe casing in a subsequent step.103

The PZT-on-PCB method can achieve bandwidths sufficient104

for fundamental mode imaging. We have previously used a105

5-MHz sparse spiral array for microbubble imaging [22], but106

in the current study, we describe the hardware design and107

provide the characterization of the imaging system in detail.108

Here, we present, for the first time in detail, an imaging109

system including two tapering spiral sparse 2-D arrays with110

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PROBE DIMENSIONS

PZT elements. The low-frequency (LF) probe was designed to 111

be centered at 2.5 MHz, aimed at cardiac imaging. The high- 112

frequency (HF) probe was designed to be centered at 5 MHz, 113

potentially for vascular imaging. 114

II. TRANSDUCER DESIGN AND FABRICATION 115

The distribution of the 256 elements was based on a density- 116

tapered spiral geometry. The element positions proposed by 117

Ramalli et al. [18] were snapped onto a 215 × 215 μm2 grid to 118

enable conventional transducer dicing [Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. The 119

final elements have the lateral dimensions of 195 × 195 μm2
120

(kerf = 20 μm) for the HF array and 370 × 370 μm2 (kerf = 121

60 μm) for the LF array [34]. A summary of the array and 122

element dimensions can be found in Table I. 123

As detailed in Fig. 1(c), nine different layers (including 124

matching and backing layers) contribute to each transducer 125

element, with an additional flexible polyimide PCB layer in 126

between the backing layer and the rigid PCB. 127

The thickness of each layer was varied in finite element 128

simulations (PZFlex release 4.0, Weidlinger Associates Inc., 129

Mountain View, CA, USA) to find a good tradeoff between 130
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Fig. 2. Element functionality of (a) 2.5- and (b) 5-MHz probe. Most
of the elements were functioning at similar levels (blue squares). Some
elements were nonfunctional (red cross), had low sensitivity (black star),
or had high sensitivity (yellow circle). Element sizes are not to scale.

the frequency response, time response, and transmit pressure.131

The simulations were performed in 3-D. A group of 11 ×132

11 elements were simulated, but only the central one was133

electrically active. The nonactive elements surrounding the134

element of interest were included to give a more accurate135

representation of the surrounding interactions. During the sim-136

ulation process, high bandwidth and low-ringing behavior were137

considered because of their relationships with image quality.138

Tables I and II contain the final layer thickness values and139

material properties. The values for silicone rubber, aluminum,140

CT S3203 HD, gold, FR4, and 25% tungsten-loaded epoxy141

were provided by the simulation software; the other values142

were measured in house or obtained from literature.143

The probes were built as PZT-on-PCB, partly expanding on144

our earlier PZT-on-ASIC technology described for a micro-145

transesophageal matrix transducer [32]. During the manufac-146

turing process, a fully populated rectangular grid of elements147

was cut, but only 256 elements were electronically connected148

to the PCB by gold balls [see Fig. 1(c) for a schematic of the149

stack and Fig. 2 for the element pad locations]. The elements150

with positions closer to the ideal ones were selected: the151

maximum distance between the effective and the ideal element152

positions was estimated to be less than 250 and 100 μm for153

the LF and HF probes, respectively.154

The electrical connections were implemented by PCB con-155

ductive traces between the 256 element pads and the bondable156

pads on the tip of four arms. Each arm thus contains 64 ele-157

ment connections and holds two 1.5-mm-wide ground lanes158

[Fig. 1(b)]. This PCB design was realized in high-precision159

rapid prototyping PCB technology (RushPCB, San Jose, CA,160

USA), with a rigid base thickness of 1.49 mm, a polyimide161

[35], [36] flex print of 77-μm glued on top, containing copper162

traces of 7-μm thickness. This type of flex print allows163

for a minimum of 65-μm trace width and spacing. Gold164

balls (diameter ≈ 50 μm) were applied on top of the PCB165

element pads. A nonconductive epoxy was poured between166

the gold balls to form the substrate to the elements. After167

curing, this layer was ground down to expose the gold balls,168

forming electrical contact points for the PZT stack. Next, the169

high-density piezoceramic (3202HD, CTS Corporation) layer170

of appropriate thickness was glued onto the nonconducting171

buffer using an electrically conductive paste (silver-filled two 172

component epoxy). The conductive paste was also applied on 173

the back side to provide electrical connection between the PZT 174

and the exposed gold balls. The same conductive glue was 175

applied to the front side of the PZT to form an acoustical 176

matching layer. The thickness of the layers was controlled 177

by using molds, and postcure at 70 ◦C was performed. The 178

stack was then cut with a conventional dicing saw down to 179

the nonconductive buffer layer, creating a rectangular grid of 180

elements [Fig. 1(b) and (c)]. The nonconductive epoxy also 181

acted as a mechanical dicing buffer layer as well as electrical 182

isolation. On the front side, a thin conductive aluminum foil 183

(ground foil) was attached. The electrically conductive glue 184

was applied to the ground foil and raked. Then, the ground 185

foil was rubbed on the matching layer, which ensured electrical 186

glue contact of each element, resulting in a homogeneous 187

layer without air bubbles. The aperture was then covered with 188

a thin layer of silicone rubber for protection of the ground 189

foil, and the stack with the flexible PCB was mounted on a 190

regular-process rigid PCB [EuroCircuit, Mechelen, Belgium; 191

Fig. 1(d)]. Finally, for the LF probe only, an attenuating 192

backing layer was attached to the backside of the PCB to 193

prevent further ringing. The backing layer was not included in 194

the simulations, but instead, an absorbing boundary condition 195

was placed behind the PCB to reduce the simulation duration. 196

The material impedance can be found in Table II. 197

III. TRANSDUCER CHARACTERIZATION AND IMAGING 198

METHODS 199

Preamplifiers, as described by Boni et al. [37], were used to 200

amplify the received signals and to buffer the high impedance 201

elements, thus reducing the attenuation by the cable load and 202

increasing the overall signal-to-noise ratio. The probes were 203

connected to a Vantage-256 scanner (Verasonics, Kirkland 204

WA) via a 2-m-long microcoaxial cable and a PCB adaptor 205

board, both custom-designed and built. Fig. 1(d) shows the LF 206

prototype array connected to the Vantage system. 207

The acoustic characterization of single elements and the 208

full probe was performed in water. The element viability 209

was measured in pulse-echo mode using a polyoxymethylene 210

block 7 cm thickness and placed 3 cm away from the 211

probe surface.The 256 elements sequentially transmitted and 212

received, and the peak echo amplitudes across all elements 213

were measured. The median across all elements was used as 214

the comparison value. We classified the element viability into 215

four groups relative to the median amplitude: nonfunctional 216

(< −20 dB), low amplitude (> −20 dB and < −12 dB), nor- 217

mal (> −12 dB and <12 dB), and high amplitude (>12 dB). 218

To determine the time and frequency behavior of the ele- 219

ments, a 200-μm-diameter polyvinylidene flouride (PVDF) 220

needle hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, U.K.) 221

was placed 1 cm away from the centers of the transducers. 222

Each element was excited by 1-cycle and 4-cycle Gaussian- 223

modulated sinusoidal pulses at the center frequencies of the 224

two probes (2.5 and 5 MHz). The 16 consecutive pulses col- 225

lected by the hydrophone were averaged. The pulses received 226

from all elements were lined up by cross correlation to remove 227

Authorized licensed use limited to: TU Delft Library. Downloaded on February 06,2023 at 10:58:16 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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TABLE II
LAYER COMPOSITION, DIMENSIONS, AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

any element-hydrophone time of flight variation and then228

averaged to obtain the average probe signal. The time and229

frequency responses were calculated and compared with the230

simulated results. The ringing to main lobe amplitude ratio231

(RMR) was calculated based on the following equation:232

RMR = 20 × log10

(
Max

(
enveloperinging

)
Max(envelope)

)
. (1)233

The main lobe durations [shown in gray in Fig. 3(a) and (b)]234

were determined using the approximated transmit pulse from235

the Verasonics software.236

The achievable acoustic pressures were also determined.237

The LF and HF probes were used to transmit unsteered beams,238

focused at 5- and 3-cm depths, respectively, and the peak pres-239

sures were measured using 1-mm and 200-μm hydrophones240

(Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, U.K.) at the focal depths.241

The grating lobe levels and angular transmit profile were242

assessed for both probes using the 200-μm hydrophone. The243

field of the HF array was measured as described in [34]244

with the probe mounted on a rotating stage and the fixed245

hydrophone pointing toward the probe for all angles. The field246

of the LF array was measured by moving the hydrophone247

over a circular arc within ±60◦ with 0.5◦ increments at248

the focal depth without rotating either the probe or the249

hydrophone needle. The reduction in received pressure due to250

hydrophone opening angle was estimated based on [38] and251

correspondingly corrected. Angle correction was not necessary252

for the 5-MHz probe since the probe was rotated during the253

measurements, such that the needle faced the direction of the254

transmit beam at all angles [34].255

Seven focusing angles were measured. The beams for the256

LF probe were steered between ±30◦ on the XZ plane in steps257

of 10◦. The HF probe was steered to ±45◦ on the XZ plane in258

steps of 15◦ [34]. The peak voltage received at each steering259

angle was recorded and normalized to the value obtained at260

Fig. 3. (a) and (b) Time and (c) and (d) frequency responses of
(a) and (c) LF and (b) and (d) HF probes in simulation (blue dashed) and
from hydrophone measurements (red, ±standard dev). (a) and (b) Gray
shaded time segments indicate the main lobe duration used to calculate
ringing to main lobe ratio. (c) and (d) −3 dB level (black dashed) was used
to assess the bandwidths of the probes. The gray shaded frequency
segments indicate the bandwidths of the probes. The 4-cycle transmit
pulses were used for (a) and (b) and 1-cycle transmit pulses were used
for (c) and (d).

0◦ steering. A polynomial fit of the measured peak amplitude 261

versus steering angle was performed, and opening angles were 262

calculated at the −6 dB level. Field II simulations were also 263

performed as a comparison. 264

To demonstrate the achievable resolution and depth, both 265

probes were used to image the cross planes of a tissue- 266

mimicking resolution phantom (040-GSE, CIRS, Norfolk, 267

VA, USA). The LF and the HF probes transmitted 3-cycle 268
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pulses (with amplitude equalization) at the respective center269

frequencies, focused at 5- and 3-cm depths, respectively. Each270

image was reconstructed, on both XZ plane and YZ plane,271

by scanning with 40 focused beams across a 40◦ field of view.272

Beamforming was performed using the Verasonics delay-and-273

sum beamformer at a pixel size of 0.5 × 0.5λ for both arrays.274

The imaging depth for both cases was 12 cm. The 18 frames275

were averaged to reduce the effects of electronic noise.276

Field II simulations were also performed with the same trans-277

mit parameters, and single scatterers located at the same depths278

of the phantom wires. Depths between 3 and 12 cm were279

assessed for the LF probe, and 3 and 6.5 cm were assessed280

for the HF probe. Theoretical axial and lateral FWHM values281

were calculated at the focus282

FWHMaxial = 0.5 · λ · N (2)283

FWHMlateral ≈ λ

A
(3)284

where λ is the wavelength, N is the number of cycles, and A285

is the effective aperture size [39], [40]. Axial FWHM values286

were in units of mm, whereas lateral FWHM values were in287

units of radians. Because of the density taper, the effective288

aperture size was 7.5 mm [18].289

To assess the clutter level, the same cross-plane imaging290

sequence was used to image a tissue-mimicking polyvinyl291

acetate phantom having a 1-cm-diameter cylinder filled with292

water (Fig. 6). The phantom was placed in a water tank 2 cm293

away from the probe surface. The beams were focused at294

5 cm, and the receiver gain levels were kept constant through295

depth. The 3-D Field II simulations were also performed296

for a comparison. A 3 × 3 × 2 cm3 block was homoge-297

neously filled with ten point scatterers per resolution cell [41].298

The simulation imaging parameters were kept the same as299

in the phantom experiment. The contrast difference of the300

hypoechoic and tissue regions (CTR) was calculated using the301

following equation on two region of interests (ROIs) manually302

selected, as shown in Fig. 6:303

CTR = 20 × log10

(
rms(hypoechoic region)

rms(tissue region)

)
. (4)304

To further distinguish clutter and grating lobes due to305

element location design or hardware implementation, Field II306

simulations of the sparse LF probe were performed using the307

measured impulse response function (IRF) and a simulated308

IRF (1 cycle sinusoid with a Hanning window), as well309

as a fully populated probe with the same dimensions. The310

simulations were performed for a focused-beam steered by311

28◦, and the transmitted beams were assessed over an arc312

spanning the range [−60, 60]◦.313

IV. RESULTS314

Table III provides a summary of all experimental and sim-315

ulation results.316

The element viability was derived from the pulse-echo317

experiment. Fig. 2 indicates the locations of the elements and318

highlights the positions of nonworking ones. The yield of the319

two arrays was 88% and 95% (>−20 dB) for the LF and320

HF probes, respectively. For the LF probe, 30 elements were321

nonfunctional, and three elements had overly high amplitudes. 322

Part of the nonfunctional elements was concentrated on one 323

edge of the array, which may lead to degradation in resolution. 324

For the HF probe, three elements had low amplitudes and 325

15 elements were nonfunctional. 326

Fig. 3 shows the experimental single-element time and 327

frequency responses compared to simulations. The measured 328

center frequency and (−3 dB one-way) bandwidth of the LF 329

probe were 2.2 ± 0.2 and 0.6 ± 0.3 MHz (26% ± 13%), 330

respectively. For the HF probe, the measured center frequency 331

was 5.0 ± 0.5 MHz, the same as the expected one. The 332

measured (−3 dB one-way) bandwidth was 1.6 ± 0.6 MHz 333

(32% ± 11%). A dip around 5 MHz in the frequency spectrum 334

of the simulation result can be observed. The 4-cycle temporal 335

responses of both probes were qualitatively similar to the 336

simulations. The RMR of the LF probe was calculated to be 337

−15 and −12 dB for simulation and experiment, respectively. 338

Similarly for the HF probe, the results were −6 and −10 dB 339

for simulation and experiment, respectively. 340

The peak positive pressures and transmit efficiencies were 341

measured by the hydrophone when transmitting a focused 342

beam without steering. Relative to the driving voltage of 343

the Vantage 256 system, the probes generated peak positive 344

pressures of 21 kPa/V (LF, 5-cm depth) and 96 kPa/V (HF, 345

3-cm depth). 346

Fig. 4 shows the relative pressures detected when the US 347

focused beams were steered in the XZ plane. For both probes, 348

the background signal, which consists of clutter in the transmit 349

field and stochastic noise of the system, was below −22 dB. 350

While the HF probe does not have pronounced grating lobes 351

when steered up to 45◦, grating lobes of up to −20 dB can be 352

seen when steering the LF probe at ±30◦. The peak transmit 353

pressure decreased with increasing steering angles due to the 354

opening angle of the elements. The opening angles of the two 355

probes, measured as the −6 dB width of the main beam of a 356

single element, were 62◦ and 81◦ for the LF and HF probes, 357

respectively. The experimental opening angle of the LF probe 358

was lower than in simulation (128◦), while for the HF probe, 359

the results were comparable (80◦). The characteristics of the 360

unsteered beam are further discussed in the Appendix. 361

Fig. 5 shows the phantom cross-plane images obtained 362

using the two arrays. Considering the grating lobes visible 363

in Fig. 4 and the size of the phantom, the maximum steering 364

angle was limited to 20◦ in all cases. Both arrays were able 365

to resolve the point scatterers on the XZ plane as well as 366

the hyperechoic cylinder on both cross planes. As expected, 367

the LF array could reach a deeper imaging depth (at least 368

12 cm) but had a worse resolution compared to the HF array. 369

Quantitative comparison of the full-width at half-maximum 370

(FWHM) in both axial and lateral directions between the 371

experimental and simulated results is listed in Table III. From 372

the Field II simulations, axial resolutions were determined 373

to be 1.52 ± 0.06 and 0.63 ± 0.01 mm for the LF and 374

HF probes, respectively, and lateral resolutions were 0.06 ± 375

0.02 and 0.04 ± 0.01 radians for the LF and HF probes, 376

respectively. The experimental axial resolution results were 377

1.70 ± 0.25 and 0.74 ± 0.06 mm for the LF and HF probes, 378

and in the lateral direction 0.08 ± 0.01 and 0.04 ± 0.01 radians 379
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Fig. 4. Measured focused beam profiles when steering between ±30◦ and ±45◦ for (a) LF and (b) HF probes, respectively. For the LF probe, the
hydrophone sensitivity angle was corrected. For the HF probe measurement, the probe was always rotated, such that the hydrophone needle faced
the direction of the transmit beam. The dashed curve is a polynomial fit of the simulated peak amplitudes. The clutter (below −20 dB) is mainly due
to the sparsity of the elements and crosstalk between elements.

Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Focused beam imaging of the cross planes of the tissue-mimicking resolution phantom for both probes. Artifacts caused by
grating lobes coming from the edge of the phantom can be seen for both arrays (red arrows).

for the LF and HF probes, respectively. Theoretical values380

were also calculated using (2) and (3). They were 1.23 and381

0.62 mm for the axial FWHMs of the LF and HF probes,382

respectively, and 0.08 and 0.04 radians for the lateral FWHMs383

of the LF and HF probes, respectively. Theoretical lateral384

FWHMs were calculated based on an effective aperture size 385

of 7.5 mm. The experimental results showed larger FWHMs 386

in both axial and lateral directions compared to the simulated 387

and theoretical results. Some artifacts could be seen (Fig. 5, 388

red arrows) and were likely due to grating lobes receiving the 389
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Fig. 6. Experimental (a, b) and simulated (c, d) focused beam images of a hypoechoic cylinder inside a tissue-mimicking phantom. CTR values
were calculated using the hypoechoic region (red circles) and the tissue region (green circles). Artifacts due to grating lobes receiving echoes from
the water tank wall could be seen on the edges of the image in (a) (red arrows).

Fig. 7. Transmit field angular profiles of a focused beam at 28◦ steering
angle. The hydrophone measurement of the HF spiral (blue) is displayed
alongside the profile of a simulated HF spiral using the measured
IRF and simulated IRF (purple and green dashed lines). An imaginary
fully populated array of the same aperture size was also simulated for
comparison (orange dashed line).

echoes from the edge of the phantom. There was also a water390

bag placed between the probe and the surface of the phantom391

for acoustic coupling, and the reflections from the water to392

phantom interface can be seen on the images (Fig. 5, green393

arrow).394

Fig. 6 shows the results of clutter assessment both in395

simulation and with a phantom. In simulation, CTR values396

between the hypoechoic region and the tissue region were −53397

and −40 dB for the LF and HF arrays, respectively. In the 398

experiment, the CTR values for these probes were −14 and 399

−9 dB. Some artifacts due to grating lobes receiving echoes 400

from the water tank wall could be seen on the edges of the 401

image for the LF probe [Fig. 6(b), red arrows]. Fig. 7 shows 402

the comparison of the transmit field obtained in simulations 403

and experiments at a transmit angle of 28◦. The clutter level 404

was the highest for the measured beam and the lowest for a 405

fully populated probe. The measured clutter level was higher 406

compared to the simulated sparse arrays, when using either 407

the simulated or the measured IRFs. 408

V. DISCUSSION 409

In this article, we have presented the design, realization, and 410

characterization of two sparse spiral arrays, built on PCBs for 411

fast prototyping. 412

The 12% and 5% of the elements were found to be 413

nonfunctional for the LF and HF arrays, respectively. The 414

elements could be nonfunctional due to manufacturing errors 415

that led to loss of electrical connection inside or outside of the 416

stacks, layer detachment, or overdicing. Overdicing into the 417

PCB could lead to multiple electrical traces being cut, resulting 418

in a cluster of nonfunctioning elements. This could explain 419

the top left cluster of nonfunctional elements in the LF array 420

[Fig. 2(a)]. The variation in the elements’ transmit pressures 421

and receive sensitivities could be due to variabilities in layer 422

thicknesses caused by uncertainties in the layer deposition 423

process. The high sensitivity of some elements could also 424

be originated by incomplete dicing between adjacent active 425

and passive elements, doubling the surface area of the active 426

element. In this case, an increase in transmit and receive 427
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sensitivity may be expected, but this will also result in a428

reduced opening angle.429

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between simulated and mea-430

sured frequency and time responses of elements. The cen-431

ter frequencies of the simulated and realized probes were432

2.5 and 2.2 ± 0.2 MHz for the LF probe and 5.4 and 5.0 ±433

0.5 MHz for the HF probe, quite close to the designed ones of434

2.5 and 5 MHz. The frequency spectrum of the simulated HF435

probe had a drop in amplitude in the center of the passband436

due to the flexible PCB layer. Experimentally, this behavior437

was not observed. The difference could be due to material438

property definition for the simulation or layer thickness uncer-439

tainties. This dip in amplitude also led to the low RMR (high440

amplitude ringing) for the simulation (−6 dB) compared to the441

experiment (−10 dB). Low RMR values correspond to worse442

axial resolution, which also explains the worse measured axial443

FWHM compared to the simulated and theoretical values444

(Table III). The low RMR values could be due to lateral445

modes, reflections in the backing layers, and crosstalk.446

The bandwidth of the LF probe agreed with the simu-447

lated results, while for the HF probe, a dip in amplitude448

was present around the center frequency. The bandwidth449

differences could be due to material property differences450

and/or geometry changes during the manufacturing process.451

In addition, simplifications in the simulations were made to452

reduce the computation time, which could lead to differences453

compared to the measurement results. The simulations were454

performed for a 3-D element with other nonactive elements455

placed next to it to form an 11 × 11 element grid. Effects from456

further elements were not simulated. Since, in the experiments,457

we did not observe any reflected pulse from the back side458

of the PCB/heavy backing, we only simulated a thin layer459

of PCB with an absorbing boundary to increase simulation460

speed. In practice, there could still be low amplitude waves461

being reflected off the back of the PCB/backing layer. Other462

details such as copper traces, layers within the rigid PCB, and463

the capped-spherical shape of the gold balls were not included464

in the simulations.465

The bandwidths of the current probes are sufficient for466

fundamental mode imaging but are too low for contrast imag-467

ing at higher harmonics. The backing and matching layers468

contributed to the low bandwidths. The large difference in469

impedance of the PZT and the PCB led to strong reflections470

inside the PZT, which reduced the bandwidth. Furthermore, the471

single (front) matching layer limited the amount of impedance472

matching, creating more reflections inside the stack. While the473

PCB backing is a part of the design and can be just residually474

changed, the acoustic matching can be improved to accommo-475

date a wider frequency range. Commercial probes often have476

more than one matching layer to improve acoustical matching477

[42]. Subdicing of the elements can also further separate the478

thickness and width resonance modes [28], possibly leading to479

higher bandwidths and less ringing. Composite PZT or single480

crystal technologies can further increase the bandwidth of the481

probe by increasing the efficiency of the electrical–mechanical482

coupling [43], [44]. The possible use of multiple matching483

layers or other PZT materials will be a part of our future484

work.485

The transmit efficiency was higher for the HF array than 486

for the LF array focused at their target depths. Because of 487

the lower center frequency and greater focal depth, the focal 488

diameter of the LF array was larger than that of the HF array. 489

That means if the output pressures from the probes were the 490

same, the same energy was distributed onto a larger area at 491

LF, leading to a lower peak pressure. The transmit efficiency 492

can be increased by introducing multiple matching layers to 493

achieve better impedance matching of PZT to water/tissue 494

or to use matching coils for every element. These are used 495

in commercial probes but are not included in the current 496

design. The received signal-to-noise ratio is also improved 497

by the addition of in-probe preamplifiers [37]. Overall, the 498

current transmit efficiency is sufficient for phantom imaging 499

at a reasonable driving voltage amplitude (30 V). A 50-V peak 500

voltage has been used in other experiments without noticeable 501

damage to the probes. 502

The originally designed elements’ locations based on the 503

tapering Fermat’s spiral pattern were changed to their closest 504

grid locations. The 2-D grid simplified the manufacturing 505

process, allowing dicing saws to be used. For the HF array, the 506

layout still resembled the original grid-less design, but due to 507

the large element size of the LF array, the central area of the 508

LF probe almost approached that of a fully populated array. 509

The drawback is that higher grating lobe levels can be expected 510

because of this repeating grid pattern. This is also what we 511

observed in Fig. 4, higher grating lobes appeared as the beams 512

were steered. Grating lobes as well as overall clutter will 513

degrade image quality in delay-and-sum beamformed images. 514

By reducing the transmit and receive angles and by using 515

coherence-based beamforming, grating lobes and clutter can 516

be suppressed [22]. 517

Fig. 4 also shows agreement between the measured and 518

calculated opening angle of the HF probe when transmitting 519

focused beams, while for the LF probe, the measured opening 520

angle was narrower than expected. One possibility is that the 521

effective surface area of the elements was larger in practice due 522

to partial filling of the diced kerf. After dicing of the matching 523

layer and PZT pillars, a thin paste of matching material was 524

used to glue the ground foil onto the diced matching layer. The 525

material could partially fill the kerfs, leading to an increased 526

effective surface area. Another possibility is that crosstalk 527

between adjacent elements through the backing layer increases 528

the effective size of the element. The increase in the effective 529

size of the element leads to a decrease in opening angle. 530

While the opening angle for the HF probe was sufficient 531

for imaging the carotid artery, the 62◦ opening angle for 532

the LF probe was low for cardiac imaging and should be 533

improved. To increase the opening angle, smaller elements 534

can be used. This, however, comes at a cost of transmit 535

and receive sensitivities. Moreover, the manufacturing process 536

becomes more difficult, as narrower PZT pillars are more 537

likely to collapse or detach. If the sensitivity reduction can 538

be minimized by better matching layer designs and the PZT 539

pillars can be manufactured with high success rates, a larger 540

opening angle (128◦) can be theoretically achieved. 541

The experimental axial and lateral resolutions were worse, 542

on average, than the simulation results (Fig. 5). The largest 543
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Fig. 8. 3-D Field II simulations of a beam focused at 5- and 3-cm depth for (a) LF and (b) HF probes, respectively. Amplitude of the transmit field is
displayed to half the maximum value for better visualization.

Fig. 9. Simulated single point scatterers from the XZ, YZ, as well as a XY -diagonal-Z planes.

difference was up to 50% worse. The differences could be due544

to variations in sensitivities and transmit pulse phase between545

elements, which was not included in the simulations. The546

theoretical axial FWHM values were lower than the values547

obtained in both simulation and experiments. In practice, the548

transmit pulses were longer than 4-cycles due to ringing and549

in turn higher axial FWHM values. In the lateral direction,550

the theoretical FWHM values were calculated considering a551

7.5-mm-wide effective aperture. Theoretical lateral resolution552

values agreed with the experimental results. To improve the553

PSFs, the transmit pulse cycle number can be reduced, while554

smaller lateral PSFs can be achieved by increasing the size555

of the receive aperture. For the LF probe, meant for cardiac556

applications, the size of the aperture (currently 16 mm) needs557

to be small enough to approximately fit in between ribs. State-558

of-the-art clinical phased arrays also have footprints around559

15 mm for this purpose. For the HF probe, the size of the560

aperture (currently 16 mm) could be adapted to the application561

requirements as often in vascular imaging the footprint is not562

a limitation.563

The clutter level was higher in the experiments compared564

to the simulations (Fig. 6). This was also confirmed in Fig. 7,565

where a hydrophone measurement of a steered beam was566

compared with Field II simulations using different IRFs and567

a fully populated array. Since the simulated sparse array568

produced lower clutter than the experimental one, the sparsity569

of the elements could not be considered as the only cause 570

for clutter. Reasons for high clutter levels include crosstalk 571

between the elements, electronic crosstalk, noise of the system, 572

and element-to-element phase and amplitude variations. 573

We demonstrated the penetration depths of both probes on 574

tissue-mimicking phantoms (Fig. 5). When combined with in- 575

probe preamplifiers for the receive signal, the probes reached 576

7- and 12-cm depths, which is sufficient for carotid and cardiac 577

applications. 578

For these proof-of-concept probes, we have opted to use 579

the flexible and rigid PCB layers as the backing material to 580

decrease the complexity of the manufacturing steps. However, 581

the poor impedance matching between the PZT and the PCB 582

led to strong ringing, thus reducing the bandwidth of the 583

probes. Furthermore, the low attenuation of the PCB material 584

may have led to reflections within the PCB layer and could 585

lead to more delayed ringing or clutter due to crosstalk. For the 586

next designs, high impedance and high attenuation materials 587

will be considered and placed directly behind the PZT layer 588

to reduce these effects. 589

VI. CONCLUSION 590

We have built two 2-D spiral sparse arrays directly on 591

rapid prototyping PCBs for proof-of-concept characterizations 592

and imaging experiments. Simplicity in the stack design was 593

preferred over complex matching and backing layer designs 594
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to make in-house manufacturing possible. The results show595

that these PCB-backed probes can achieve sufficient pressures596

and bandwidths for phantom deep-structure imaging at the597

fundamental frequencies.598

APPENDIX599

Since the circular aperture and the element locations were600

not biased toward a specific side, the PSFs were expected601

to be radially symmetrical. Fig. 8 shows the 3-D simulated602

transmit fields focusing at 5 and 3 cm in front of the HF603

and LF probes. The focused beams were qualitatively radially604

symmetric. We performed further Field II simulations of a605

single scatterer positioned at 5 and 3 cm for the LF and HF606

probes, respectively. The XZ plane, YZ plane, and a diagonal-607

Z plane were simulated, and the FWHM of the PSF in608

these directions was calculated (Fig. 9). For both probes, the609

FWHMs in the three lateral directions are equal to the second610

decimal place and were 0.05 and 0.03 radians for the LF and611

HF probes, respectively.612
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